Create a HTML mockup for the GRC website redesign

Create example webpages for a new GRC / Graphic Communications Department website.

You will need to create four example pages. The index (home page), a secondary page representing one of the main categories section pages, a sample form page, and a sample gallery page. The pages need to have different sample content but will have a similar design. The layout may be different between the two pages but must have a standardized navigation consistent on all pages.

The new website must be more visual, have new pictures, new logo, and use a new modern color scheme (no red, blue, purple). The client wants to have a modern new logo, you must create a new GRC logo.

This site should sell prospective students on the GRC degree programs. Design should look modern and cutting edge in order to attract the target audience, college age students.
Website Development Process:

You will be creating the first step of the 2nd stage of a typical Website Development Process:

1. **Design Stage**
   (Conduct a needs assessment, develop sketches, mockups, and review with client)

2. **Development Stage**
   (Design example pages with navigation, build out sample site, and review with client. Build out final Website with final content.)

3. **Test and Publish Stage**
   (Test and publish and deliver live site to client)
Project Requirements:

✓ Must be made up of a minimum of at least 4 different webpages
✓ Must have sample content on all pages
✓ Must have a consistent main nav with some type of rollover effect
✓ Secondary page might also have a second secondary nav specific to that page or category (second menu or nav specific to that section or page)
✓ Must use only one stylesheet (external) no internal
✓ Pages must be encoded using HTML5, must pass validation, etc.
✓ Must use a DIV layout
✓ Must have a background which expands elegantly with the width of any size browser window without looking bad or having noticeable patterns or repeat lines
✓ Please, create a new and awesome, dramatically different look for the GRC dept
✓ Site must have readable text with good contrast where it has a lot of text to read
✓ Optional: go to http://www.lipsum.com if you need to generate sample copy text to insert into your pages
✓ Do not provide the CSN logo anywhere on your pages.
✓ Pages must be put in a P1 folder on your web host account
✓ All images should go in an images folder within the P1 folder
✓ Must have a new GRC logo that you will create
✓ Website must be your original work no premade/purchased templates allowed
✓ Must have your mockup reviewed by the client (instructor) during the process
✓ You will have approximately 3 weeks to finish this project